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Indeed, it is doubtful whether Maxwell understood himself.
He was deeply religious. His continuously active cultiva-
tion of religion, like Faraday's, had a very important relation
to the course of his intellectual life. It preserved him from
some of the philosophical errors of his time, for the rejection
of philosophy is a Spartan method of avoiding philosophical
errors, and also, as a substitute for professional philosophical
study, prevented him from formulating a philosophy by
which he might explain his ideas to others. By his sub-
mission to religion Maxwell saved himself, but not his
generation, from certain philosophical errors. The religious
decisions of Faraday and Maxwell were inelegant, but
effective evasions of social and intellectual problems that
distracted and destroyed the qualities of the works of many
of their ablest contemporaries. Shakespeare faced the
deepest intellectual problems, but evaded social problems.
Maxwell did not entirely evade social problems. He
persistently lectured to working men in Cambridge,
Aberdeen and London; and remarked that his proletarian
audiences at Aberdeen often understood scientific ideas
better than his university students. He was interested in
F. D. Maurice's Christian Socialism.
He had a fascinating sense of humour. His lack of
pomposity hampered appreciation during the culmination
of a social process that had elevated business men into the
ideal type. There are resemblances between Maxwell and
Tchekhov. Both of them were subtle and humorous, died
young, achieved fame during their lives and much greater
fame after their deaths. Both were supposed during their
lives to lack intellectual robustness and to be unsound in
spite of their brilliance. They had a similar sort of alert
sensitive intelligence. His inaugural lecture as first
Cavendish professor of experimental physics was a
brilliant description of the spirit that the new laboratory
was to cultivate, but he was not quite confident that his
delivery would be completely successful, so the lecture was
delivered in an obscurely advertised place to a score of
students. Later in the term his course of professional
lectures on heat began. Adams, Stokes anc the other

